
this week's nook activity is here!

Stop by OHP (Sayles 162) to pick up a step-by-
step guide on how to make an affirmation that

is unique to you!
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affirmation



There is a system in your brain called
the "default mode network" that is
responsible for self-reflection and

self-judgement.

Repeating words or phrases disrupts
this system and can aid in the

manifestation of personal
contentment. 
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affirmation

An affirmation is a statement or
phrase used to challenge negative or

unhelpful thoughts.



step 3.

step 2.

How to create your own

step 1. What is your affirmation about?
Start by journaling or meditating on what and how you
are feeling.

Piece it together!
You can use affirmation starters like "I am" or "I feel," or
you can do your own thing! Make sure you use positive-
action language: instead of saying "I won't" say "I will!"

Find your keywords.
If you chose to journal, circle any words that stick out
to you. If you thought about it or meditated on it,
reflect on the common themes that you noticed. 

Play around with it! Grab a "my affirmation" card
and write yours down when you're ready. 

Feeling stuck? Look at the back of the
card for some inspiration!

adapted from www.myinnerfire.com
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Connect with OHP!

@carletonswas

Carleton SWAs

Carleton College Office

of Health Promotion

go.carleton.edu/ohp

Social Media Sign up for our Newsletter

Scan this QR code to sign up for our
weekly SWA newsletter, providing

OHP updates and information about
activities offered by our office! 


